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This group of foreigners does not seem to be simple, nor does it seem to

be pure businessmen.

How could Eric be with these people?

Before she could think about it, Julie took Nicole and ran away.

Watching them run away happily, and come back in a state of despair.

Grant glanced at the two of them, and the movements in his hands kept
busy.

I want to ask, but there are too many people around. He coughed: “You
two come here to help…”

Nicole paused and could only follow Julie.

Grant glanced at her: “What happened?”

Nicole was silent, not knowing how to speak.

Grant glanced at Julie and said, “You say it.”

Julie didn’t dare to think too much, so she could only tell everything she
saw just now.

Grant’s movements slowly stiffened. There was a bit of coldness in his
eyes. “Did you read that right?”

Julie shook her head: “No!”

Nicole thought for a while, and said the pattern on the boat she had just
seen.



“Brother, Mr. Ferguson has just passed away. How could Eric return to

Liberty at this time?

I don’t think it’s quite right, and Samuel and Clayton also happened to
leave because of foreign affairs.

Is this all a coincidence?”

Thinking about it now, Didn’t notice at first.

How could Liberty suddenly encounter a problem that Clayton had to
solve?

The Lindstrom family’s oil business in East Asia has been going
smoothly for decades. How could they suddenly encounter troubles?

How could Eric suddenly return to Liberty after Mr. Ferguson was shot
to death? If these are put together, it feels a little weird that can’t be
ignored.

Grant paused in his hand, slowly put down the things in his hand, and
looked at her with deep eyes: “There is no news about the person who
went overseas to investigate, just wait a few more days. Perhaps, Eric
will be unable to hold back himself. Say it.”

Nicole lowered her eyes. Her mind was very confused, and she didn’t
know what to say for a while.

Everyone around was joking, and only these few were absent-mindedly
thinking about their own affairs. Aida called them from a distance, Grant
patted her on the shoulder and said in a low voice, “Don’t think too much,
let’s go play first?”

She went with Julie.



…

A few days have passed.

There was no movement from Eric for a long time.

In order to reassure her, Grant gave her a few days off to have fun with

her friends.

Nicole was too lazy to go, and threw all the work at hand to Grant.
Originally, She planned to take the child to Liberty to find Clayton on
vacation, but the child suddenly fell ill.

Seasonal colds are especially important when placed on children.

Floyd was not in good health, so Nicole went to take care of it in person.
It’s really not fun to spend this vacation. But on the last day of the
holiday.

She received a call from Lance.

Kind of weird.

Without hesitation, Lance said directly: “Ms. Stanton, I have no other
intentions. I have something I want to ask you?”

Nicole listened to him quietly.

After so many days of fog, I suddenly found a clear direction.

Eric did not immediately contact Lance, but wanted a foreign power to
take 10% of the shares.



Of course, the conditions given are very favorable, and it is not a loss at
all.

But the Sheldon Corporation is still a family business after all. Although
it is listed, the financing is basically from familiar partners.

Inexplicable foreign forces suddenly joined in, and Lance was not
interested in this huge bargain. But he couldn’t understand Eric.
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The person who knows Eric best is Nicole. The only one who can
compete is the Stanton Corporation. So he called Nicole directly.

Nicole could probably guess Eric’s purpose.

It’s money laundering.

But what is the picture?

Does the Ferguson Corporation still need these now?

They have finally been cleaned up, and now they are starting to get

caught up in this kind of thing, no matter how you look at it, it feels
weird!

After hanging up the phone, Nicole sat down quietly and was thinking.

Grant’s investigation has not yet come to a conclusion, and no one dares
to act rashly.

The next day.



Nicole went to work normally. After coming out of the meeting early in
the morning, Logan brought a cup of coffee in: “Ms. Stanton, President
Collins from Ferguson Corporation is waiting in the reception room.”

Nicole frowned, “What is Mitchell doing?”

“It’s about laboratory cooperation. This matter.”

“I don’t care about this matter, let him find my brother.”

Nicole didn’t touch her hand, just because she didn’t want to have any
chance to contact Eric. After all, he is still in the country.

Logan paused, “I’ve already said it, but President Collins said he wanted
to see you.”

Nicole thought about Eric’s recent developments, and raised her
eyebrows: “Okay, let him in, and tell me in ten minutes. Let him go.”

Logan nodded.

It was unexpected that Nicole could give Mitchell ten minutes.

Mitchell thanked Logan in the corridor and entered Nicole’s office.

When Mitchell was an assistant beside Eric, he had more contact with
Nicole. But after the two broke up, there was no contact.

After Mitchell succeeded as the president of Ferguson Corporation, he
saw a lot of pressure.

Although Eric was behind him, what Mitchell was facing was
unimaginably heavy.



It’s been so long, it seems like he’s aged ten years all of a sudden.

Nicole squinted, and Mitchell sat opposite with a smile.

“Ms. Stanton, it’s been a long time.”

“Mr. Collins, I don’t see you at all occasions as I was busy all time.”

Nicole smiled and glanced at Logan, who then came in with two cups of
coffee.

Mitchell smiled embarrassedly: “Sitting in that position, I know how

much President Ferguson has faced in the first place. It may be easy for
President Ferguson, but for ordinary people, it is really too difficult.”

It’s the truth, no exaggeration at all.

Nicole smiled and looked at him sternly: “My brother takes care of the
project. As you know, I have to take care of the children now, so I don’t
have time to accept so much work.”

Mitchell nodded, and his face became serious, “I know that when

President Ferguson returned to Liberty, he did not interfere in any affairs
of the Ferguson Corporation. It is true that he brought the laboratory
project, but to the outside world, no one knows that President Ferguson
has anything to do with this project.”

Nicole squinted flashed.

The wind was howling outside, and the weather changed suddenly.

Mitchell said with a low voice: “The Stanton Corporation is the only
Corporation that is qualified to accept this project, and President
Ferguson also knows that you have this need.”



“Eric bought this project just to cooperate with us? They are all

businessmen, not a lucrative business, so Isn’t it a little ridiculous?”

Nicole took the coffee and sipped it lightly.

There was silence for a few seconds. Only then did she hear Mitchell’s
answer: “Of course there are many foreign companies that meet the
conditions, but there is no other choice in Liberty except for the Stanton
Corporation. The reason why President Ferguson bought out directly is
because of the most rare core in this country. Although our research
institutes and laboratories are in their own hands, if they really want to
contain us, we have no conditions to contend.”
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Nicole also became solemn. She knows what Mitchell said, but the
shortcomings that have been put on the table are not real shortcomings.

Countless companies have begun to compete in core areas and want to
compete for the right to speak in the world. But there is no one that can
really compete with foreign countries.

The weakest part of the Stanton family is the core technology. That’s
why Grant deliberately wants to create a laboratory, even if it is five or
ten years, there will always be a day when it will become a reality.

They got the military project, which means they have a strong platform
foundation. What they want to study is not limited to the military

industry.

Mitchell looked at her, pursed his lips, and said, “I know, if President
Ferguson comes to talk in person, I’m afraid there will be no chance for

cooperation. But this opportunity, please be sure to seize it.”



Nicole pondered for a few seconds, then chuckled lightly. Her eyebrows
turned and her voice was clear and cold: “To be honest, I always feel that
you are setting up a game. Although I don’t know what your ultimate

goal is even if I pay the liquidated damages, I will never do it. Will jump

into the trap?”

Hearing the refusal in her words, Mitchell closed his eyes and leaned
back tiredly: “Did Ms. Stanton always refuse to cooperate because
President Ferguson is sorry for you?”

Nicole lowered her eyes and smiled: “I think about it now, last time
When Eric returned to Liberty, he said he wanted that military project,
but it ended up in my hands. In fact, if we get to the bottom of it now, if
Eric is strong enough to seize it, it may not be successful. He didn’t fight
for the past, either because he had other plans or because of his will.”

Mitchell frowned and looked up at her. Nicole is different from before

and she can clearly feel it.

Nicole analyzes the despicability and weaknesses of others without any
scruples, even if this person had countless entanglements with her at the
beginning.

But Every word she said was straight to the point!

“According to Mr. Ferguson’s character, he is not someone who is
motivated, maybe he has other plans, right?”

Nicole said this last sentence with a smile.

Mitchell’s face changed a bit. The two didn’t speak for a minute. In the
end, Mitchell sighed.



“Ms. Stanton doesn’t believe that Mr.Ferguson always wants to did it
make you happy to give up? “

Nicole raised her eyebrows and looked up at him.

Obviously, she didn’t believe it! If she believed that Eric could give up
so much fat for her, she would probably be kicked by a donkey in her
brain.

This world could give up her life for her. There is absolutely no Eric’s
name among those who have forgotten to die.

“I don’t believe it, I’m not a teenage girl, it’s more difficult to believe in
a man’s selfless dedication! “

Mitchell chuckled lightly and shook his head.

“Ms. Stanton is really… grown up.”

In just three years, she transformed into another person. She was silent
for a moment.

Mitchell drank the coffee in front of him. He took a deep breath and
looked at her solemnly: “There are indeed other reasons for giving up that
military project. At that time, Mr. Ferguson was targeted. If he got that
project, he would eventually become someone else’s puppet. Therefore,
he simply did not fight. The Stanton Corporation is a piece of iron, and
others can’t find the opportunity, that project is right in your hands.”

Nicole looked at him lightly. Although there was a strange feeling in her
heart, her face was still calm and calm.

She asked with a smile, “Puppet? Is Eric someone who can be a puppet

for others?”
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